It is always interesting and beneficial to read the latest issue of the Tunnelling Journal. The Journal provides current news and can be relied upon to update the reader on recent developments in the industry. The editors are not afraid to touch on some troublesome, if not controversial editorial topics, and we admire the sharp pen approach! The journal is an excellent voice in the interest of the industry in terms of featuring site reports from challenging projects, and taking active part and covering industry events and conferences. Your global coverage is an asset. Your team of writers and approach is an honest one and true to the industry, and from our stance, is one of the best promoters of the modern use of underground space. You have been a forerunner in the adoption of new media technologies such as with your updated web page, newsletters and webinars.

*Tom Melbye, Senior Advisor, Normet International Ltd*

We love working with Tunnelling Journal! They are a fabulous team of attentive, thorough and detail-oriented people who always go above and beyond to ensure Robbins gets optimal coverage, both in print and online.

*Nancy Yun - Marketing Manager, The Robbins Company*

Always a good read. The format is attractive and the regular in-depth focus on technology is a differentiator for the journal.

*Martin Knights, Independent Consultant*

TJ continues to be the premium magazine for relevant global news in the industry. The articles provide enough technical content to satisfy the hard core engineers without overloading the casual reader. The team at TJ are always approachable and their partnership with industry stakeholders is always fair and accommodating.

*Matt Ross, Head of Construction, BASF Australia and New Zealand*

Continuous progress underground is absolutely essential today for cities, nations, economies and finally the global community as a whole to prosper. The innovative players in global tunnelling have a decisive key competence of creating particularly sustainable values and assets by high-quality and high performance tunnel infrastructures. The premium magazine "Tunnelling Journal" not only certifies the engineering and operative progress in construction of underground structures. In print and online media, the editor-in-chief and his team also particularly present the fascinating professional diversity of our industry – with true journalistic demands and an impressively consistent quality.

*Achim Kühn, Head of Group Marketing & Corporate Communications, Herrenknecht*
Sometimes amazing that these guys find out details we don’t know yet. Always up-to-date in an easy to read format supported by good quality photographs. A good independent voice of this industry

Hartmut Reiner, Senior Underwriter
Client Manager Business Development,
Munich Re CIP

In my view Tunnelling Journal is the GO TO voice of the Global Tunnelling Industry. It provides concise and accurate updates with feedback and opinion when appropriate on all pertinent issues happening, in real terms today. Whether the focus is Project, Equipment or Company related I find the detail in both print and electronic format a must read

Paul Bancroft, Product Director,
Joy Global

It’s always good to know that when I read the Tunnelling Journal I am being kept up to date with the latest Industry trends. It gives me an excellent technical overview into the tunnel market and helps keep me up to date on Projects and technologies being implemented. It also provides a great platform to introduce new technologies if you’re in any way connected with the tunnelling business. It’s a must read!

Thomas FURRER, Head of Business Line Geo, Leister Technologies AG

www.tunnellingjournal.com